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store that increases the nominal price of a given good by
more than other stores will tend to wait longer before it increases
A

its nominal price again, but only by as much as 15% of the additional
time interval predicted by models which assume fixed menu type costs
for changing nominal prices. This finding is based on large data sets
of prices by products and stores during recent inflationary periods
in Israel. It suggests that coordination type costs are important
relative to menu type costs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

How

do

prices adjust to monetary shocks? This question lies at

the heart of monetary economics. Different

theories

assume di f f erent

adjustment mechanisms, and the policy implications tend to depend
heavily on the particular

assumptions made.

Here I focus on the time interval between two consecutive price

increases
interval

referred

to hereafter

is sometimes treated

as "the time interval".
as a constant,

at least

The time

in the short

run, and sometimes as an endogenous variable.
The

first approach

may

be rationalized by coordination

problems. Suppose that a committee is in charge of nominal price

changes. The date of the committee meeting must be coordinated among

its members, and to facilitate

this coordination they

meet at more or less fixed time intervals
month when average inflation
week when

:

may

decide to

beginning of each

At the

is moderate, or at the beginning of each

inflation is high.1 If coordination costs are important,

the time interval will depend mainly on aggregate variables which are

proxies for the average inflation rate and less
variables.

An

early attempt to estimate

on

store specific

the frequency of price

changes form aggregate variables is in Cecchetti (1985)

.

Storespecif ic variables are likely to be important if menu
type costs are important. Barro (1972) and Sheshinski and Weiss
(1977) show that in a monopolistic environment, with fixed menu type

costs for changing nominal prices and even inflation,

^

it is optimal

This type of coordination cost is not specific to price setting.
For example, the time interval between two consecutive weekends
tends to be fixed in the short run and rarely depends on individual

factors like fatigue.

for sellers to increase their nominal price by

(S  s)

whenever the

real price hits the lower bound s. See Weiss (1993) for an excellent
survey of the more recent literature.

If there is heterogeneity across sellers, due to differences in
market power, for example, the size of the band (Ss) is seller

specific.

In this case, the time interval between two consecutive

price increases should be relatively

long for sellers who increase

their nominal price by a large percentage and relatively short for
sellers

2.

who

increase their nominal price by a low percentage.

THE SEQUENTIAL TRADING MODEL

I now describe a framework that can host both hypotheses about

the time interval.
which like Prescott

I use the sequential
(1975) and Butters

trading model in Eden (1994a)
(1977)

,

derives price

dispersion as an equilibrium outcome. This model does not assume
monopoly power and exante heterogeneity among sellers.

equilibrium

there is a tradeoff

In

between price and the probability

of

sale, and the expected payoff is the same for all prices which
support the equilibrium distribution.

As

a result, in a certain

range sellers are indifferent to the quoted price. s
,

For our purpose, the main difference between the sequential

trading model and the (S, s) model in Sheshinski and Weiss (1977) is
in the shape of the equilibrium expected profit function. According
to the (S, s) model there is a unique real price which maximizes the

x

This idea is also used by Lucas and Woodford (1994) ,Rotemberg and
Summers (1990), Williamson (1993), Eden (1985, 1986, 1990),
Landsburg and Eden (1989), Bental and Eden (1993) and Eden and

Griliches (1993( .
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expected profits of the monopoly. In contrast, there is a range of

real prices

which maximize the expected

profits of

sequential trading model. This is illustrated

expected
profits

a

seller in the

by Figure 1.

(S,3) model

The

sequential
trading model

The

P

p

1S

real price
=cf

of

anticipated
money

Figure 1

In Figure 1, the equilibrium real price range for the

sequential trading

model

is

ps 

p1_ When

pi ^

p 5

ps expected

profits are constant: a lower real price is associated with a higher
probability of sale.

When p >

ps, the probability of sale drops to

zero and therefore expected profits are zero. The probability of sale

is unity for allP£

P1#

and

therefore reducing the real price below

pi reduces expected profits.

It follows that when inflation erodes the real price, the
seller is compensated by an increase in the probability of sale as
long as the real price remains in the equilibrium range. In this case

there is no reason to change nominal price.
seller's

point of view it is perfectly

From an

rational

individual

to increase

his

nominal price by ps  pi whenever the real price hits the lower bound

pi : This(S, s) policy does not require fixedmenu type costs for
changing nominal price and monopoly power.
The assumption

that sellers are exante identical does not

imply a lack of variation in their choice of nominal price increases.

Unlike some (S, s) models, the equilibrium real price distribution
Eden (1994a) does not depend on the rate of inflation.

the equilibrium real price distribution,

in

To maintain

sellers will generally have

to choose different rates of nominal price increases.
To

illustrate,

I assume that the equilibrium distribution

of

real prices (for a given product, across stores) is depicted by the
areas

A,

B

and

C

of Figure 2, and at time t1 equilibrium prices

prevailed. Between time t and t1, inflation at the rate n erodes the
real prices of all sellers,

and as a result the distribution

end of period t1 shifts to the left:

to
E

C;

sellers

who were

(thus by construction

in

B move

A = C = E

to

Sellers
D

and

who were

in area

and those who were in
B

=

at the

C

A

move

move

to

D( .

frequency

real price
Figure 2

Assume,

further, that to restore equilibrium only sellers

are below the lower support of the equilibrium

distribution

who

real price

adjust nominal prices at the end of period t1. This can

be done as follows: Those who moved from

A

to

C

do

not change their

nominal price; those who moved from

increasing their nominal price by
move to

A

The
271.

71;

to

B

D

move back

to

by

B

and those who moved from

by increasing their nominal price by

:

who change

to

n

and

their nominal price

by

71

will

271

wait two periods before the next nominal price change and those
change it by

E,

271.

percentage change for the three groups are thus 0,

In this example sellers

C

who

will wait one period. Thus the time interval between

the changes is proportional to the percentage of change.
The

sequential trading model allows for

possibilities.

many

other

For example, all sellers may change their nominal

price each period by the same percentage

71.

But we can obtain

uniqueness by adding small menu type costs.1 In this case, efficiency

requires that there are

no

unnecessary nominal price changes. In the

absence of real shocks, this will occur if the individual seller
changes his nominal price only when the real price hits the lower
bound of the distribution

as in Figure 3. This implies a positive

relationship between the rate of nominal price increase and the time
to the next nominal price increase.

 גThe expected

profit in the sequential trading

model

is still the

for all prices in the equilibrium range, but now the
equilibrium expected revenue from lower prices must be somewhat
higher than the expected revenue from higher prices, compensating
for the need to change a low nominal price sooner.
same

In

P,

In

P,

time
Figure

Figure 4, illustrates
time interval

3

the alternative hypothesis in which the

is fixed.

In

P,

In

P,

time
Figure

Assuming that the realized

inflation

4

rate was constant

in the

recent past allows us to derive stronger predictions. I consider two
stores which changed the nominal price of the same product at the
same time,

say t

=

10

in Figure 5. It is assumed that this change

occurred after their real price hit the lower support of the

equilibrium real price distribution,

which is 10 in the example used.

Assuming that at the last nominal price change episode, store

increased its nominal price
10 5)
.

,

by

1031

(to 11) and store

what can be said about the time interval

2

1

by 5$ (to

between the two

8

consecutive
same

nominal price increases?

constant rate of inflation,

time interval

for store

1

If both stores experienced

then by similarity of triangles,

must be twice the time interval

2. In the example, the time interval for store

interval for store
increase

2

is

2.

1

is

4

=

the

for store

and the time

Thus, the ratio of the initial

is the same as the ratio of the time interval

changes: 10/5

the

percentage

between

4/2.

Price in logs
In 11

In 10. 5
In 10

Figure

Nominal price reductions

(

time

10

8

1

"Sales"

)

may

introduce noise to the

relationship between the percentage increase in nominal price
time interval between changes.
a temporary

A

Sale

may

and the

occur when the seller spots

disequilibrium that implies an expected prof it making

opportunity. Sales

may

also occur

when

the seller has

made a

mistake

and increased his nominal price above the upper support of the

equilibrium distribution,
for a relatively

or when the product has been on the shelf

long period and no longer looks new. In this case,

the next price increase will be larger than average, reflecting in

part the change in the perceived quality of the product.
restrict

I

therefore

attention to histories of positive nominal price changes. In

particular,

I test the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis: The time interval between two consecutive nominal price

increases is proportional to the first rate of nominal price
increase..

To

test this hypothesis I introduce the following notations. I

use i to index a product,

j to index a store

(seller)

and t to index

time (month).

the number of stores

N =

dp

the rate of the current nominal price change;

=

dpi (dp last)

=

the last nominal price change (the first lag of

which is not zero)

dpll
MO

=

;

other)

=

the mean of dp across all other stores in the

subs ample used: MOijt
(mean

other last)

=

dpij .t/ (Nit 

Xj 1*j

=

the

the subsample used: MOLijt

td

dp

the second lag of dp which is not zero;

(mean

MOL

that have changed nominal price;

=

mean of

Zj ■*j

1)

;

dpi across all other stores in

3plij t/ (Nijt 
.

1)

;

the time difference between the current nominal price change and

=

the last

time that such a change was made;

TO =

the average td across all other stores in the subsample used:

TOijt

=

Y =

Yijt
Z =

Zi:jt

Ij.^j tdij.t/(Nijt

 1(;

the percentage difference between the td and
=

lntdijt  lnTOijt;

the percentage difference between dpi and
=

TO:

lndplijt  lnMOLijf

MOL:
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I look at all stores that have a history of positive nominal

price changes. Specifically,

I eliminate all observations which do

not satisfy the following condition: dpijt

dpllijt

>

0. The

increases.

The

0

>

and

dplijt

>

0

and

hypothesis requires two consecutive nominal price

reason for requiring dpll

>

0,

is that dpll

0, tends

<

to increase dpi to correct for the "Sale".
The hypothesis

implies:

Yijt

)1)

The

was

error term in

(1) can

=

Zijt

before it hit the floor.

Eijt

result from

sick and did not change the price

manager was planning to go on a

+

when

trip and

The manager may

human

error:

The manager

it hit the floor. Or the

changed the nominal

price

also have changed the

nominal price because he spotted a temporary disequilibrium and an

expected prof it making opportunity. Finally, there are measurement

errors in

Y: We

observe only the month and not the day of the nominal

price changes. This means that the error term is not normally
distributed and therefore the reported standard errors■ should be
interpreted with care.
The

relationship

was roughly

(1)

requires that the realized inflation rate

constant before the current nominal price increase. It

also requires that the same productspecific inflation rate was
experienced by all stores. Later I relax this assumption and allow

for "storespecific"

inflation rates.
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3.

DATA

The

data were collected by Israel's

Statistics

Central Bureau of

as inputs for the computation of the consumer price index

)CPI), and consist of monthly data from three periods: 1978  1979,
19811982 and 19911992. For the first

prices of

26

two

periods the data comprise

food products (mostly meat and wine). These data were

used by Lach and Tsiddon and are described in their 1992 article.
The data

for 199192 which are new and are similar

to the Lach

and Tsiddon data. They consists of 119,748 monthly observations of

prices by stores and products. These observations were collected from
458

stores selling

390

different products (each store sold only a

subset of the products). I eliminated all products whose prices are
controlled

by the government. The definition

narrow, for example, there are
of CocaCola

and three

kinds

10

of a product is rather

different kinds of bread,

two

kinds

of olives.

The average monthly inflation

rate was

4 .I8?!

in the 197879

sample and e.2% in the 198182 sample. The 199192 sample was divided

into three categories.

The nominal

price of all products increased by

an average of 0.7^ The nominal price of all food products increased

by an average of 0.8% as did "defined food", in which a weight is

specified in the description of the product (see the Appendix in Eden
)1994b) for a list

of the products in each category).

12

The sample of

changes (dp

Table

1

>

0

strictly positive histories of nominal price

and dpi

>

0

and

gives summary statistics

dpll

> 0)

is used in this paper .1

for these samples.

observation was included in this sample if it satisfies the
condition dp > 0 , dpi > 0 and dpll > 0 and there was no missing
value for the price between the time at which dpll occurred and the
time at which dp occurred. If there was a missing value for the
price in this time interval, but the price after the missing value
was the same as the price before the missing value, the observation
was included under the assumption that the price did not change
during the month in which there was no value for the price.
Whenever the price before the missing value was different than the
price after the missing value, we assumed, for the purpose of
computing td, that the change in price occurred after the missing

* An

value.
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Table 1: Summary statistics ; sample dp > 0, dpi > 0 and dpll > 0.
obs.

standard deviaiton

mean

(Min; Max)

Variable = dp
197879

2,299

0.10

0.095

(0.001; 2.513)

198182

4,413

0.12

0.084

(0.001; 1.001)

199192; all
199192; food
9192; deifned food

3,850
2,381
915

0.067
0.070
0.074

0.651

0.052
0.053

(0.000; 0.486)
(0.001; 0.486)
(0.001; 0.440)

Vairable = td

197879

2,299

1.9

1.4

(1; 12)

198182

4,413

1.6

1.0

(1;M)

199192; all
199192; food
9192; defined food

3,850
2,381
915

3.7
3.6

3.0
2.8
2.5

d;21)

3.0

(1;21)
(1; 20)

Clearly, the time interval td is not a constant. It varies
inversely with the average rate of inflation.

The question

is whether

the time interval varies in the short run according to store specific
variables.

To test

the hypothesis we now turn to regression

(1).
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4. RESULTS

The

result of

OLS

regressions

(1)

for the

5

samples are given

in Table 2.1
Table 2: dependent variable = Y ; sample dp > 0, dpi > 0 and dpll > 0.
coefficientof Z

obs.

standard erorr

Adj. R^

197879

2,234

0.16

0.01

0.05

198182

4,388

0.16

0.01

0.06

199192; all
199192; food

2,577

0.18
0.16

0.02
0.02
0.03

0.04
0.03

1,728

0.18

199192; defined food 767

The coefficients

of

Z

are similar

0.05

across samples and all are

close to 0.17. This suggests a rejection of the hypothesis that the
coefficient of
One

Z

is unity.

possible reason for a deviation of the coefficient of

from unity is variations

time

interval.

different

But the

Z

in the rate of inflation in the relevant

coefficient of

samples: Inflation

Z

is similar across very

rose in 197882 and fell

in 199192.

Storespecific inflation rate is another possible reason for
the large deviation of the coefficient of
)1994a) changes in the money supply
way. This model may be extended

2

The estimated

Z

from unity. In Eden

affect all stores in the

same

to the case in which stores are

probability of heteroskedasticity is small

asymptotic standard errors are almost identical
errors from the simple OLS regressions.

and the

to the standard

15

spatially

separated

and the rate of change in the money supply

differs across locations. In this more general case, the rate of
inflation varies across products and stores.
To

see if store specific inflation can explain the above

finding, I use 7tijt to denote the rate of inflation of product i
experienced by store

j

in the relevant period before time t. Under

the hypothesis that stores change their nominal price when their real

price hits a storespecific

tdijt

=

lower bound we should have:

dplijt/7Cijt. This says that a store which increased

nominal price by 1(^
rate of inflation

will wait

of 5^

two months

before,

As

if it experiences

its
a monthly

I assume that there is a random

component in the manager's behavior (due to sickness, forgetfulness,
and other random constraints
i i.d.
.

shock £. This leads

which is captured by an

lndplijt

+

to:

Intdijt

)2)

on his behavior)

=

 lntrijt

Eijt

Under the hypothesis that all stores change their nominal

price

when

variable

the real price hits a (storespecific)

MOLijt/TO^jt

lower bound, the

is the rate of product i inflation experienced

by other stores which changed the nominal price of product i at the
same time as

store j.

We

can therefore use MOLijt/TOijt as a proxy for

nijt
I assume that at the time of the last nominal price change

store j's

prediction

and TO can be written

)3)

of its

own

rate of inflation

conditional

as:

In7li:jt

=

lnMOLijt  inTOijt

+

Uijt

,

on

MOL

16

where Vjjt

is ani.i .d. shock with zero

is independent of

mean which

the variables lnMOLijt and lnTOijf Since Vjjt is not

that dpi is chosen,
)3) into

)4)

VjJt:

known

at the time

is also independent of lndplijt. Substituting

(2) leads to:

lntdijt
Note that

=

lndplijt

+

(4) is a less

lnTOLijt  lnMOLijt

restricted

+

Vijt

+

£ijt

form of (1). Under the

assumptions made here the missing variable VjjC is not correlated

with the explanatory variables, and therefore the
the coefficients

estimates of

are not biased.

The OLS regression

results

hypothesis about the coefficients.

similar across samples but
neighborhood of

OLS

0.

13 .

now

in Table
The

3

do not support the

coefficient of dpi is again

it is even lower: Being in the

17

Table

3* :

dependent variable = Intd ; sample dp > 0, dpi > 0, dpll > 0.
lnTO

lndpl

197879

0.13 (0.01)

198182

0.13 (0.01)

199192; all
199192; food
199192; defined food

InMOL

0.16(0.02)

0.70 (0.03)
0.60 (0.02)

0.11 (0.02)
0.11 (0.02)

0.14 (0.03)

Adj. R2

0.59 (0.02)
0.59 (0.02)
0.67 (0.04)

0.53

0.18(0.01)

0.45

0.23 (0.02)
0.23 (0.02)
0.23 (0.03)

0.71

0.72
0.72

Standard errors in parentheses.

The

alternative hypothesis is that the time interval is roughly

constant. in the short run and tends to change slowly and uniformly

across sellers.

This suggests a coefficient of unity for lnTO.and a

zero coefficient for

InMOL

rejected by the data.

The

and lndpl. This hypothesis is also clearly

coefficient of

lnTO

is about 0.65 (again,

surprisingly similar across samples) and the coefficients of
and lndpl are small but significantly
results

suggests that the "truth"

considered.

different

InMOL

from zero. The

is somewhere between the hypotheses
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5.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

I used large data sets on prices disaggregated by products and

stores.

These data sets are from three periods in the recent Israeli

history: 197879 with a monthly inflation rate of about 4^ 198182
with a monthly inflation rate of about

inflation rate of about

19.

I use

63!

and 199192 with a monthly

a subsample

in which positive

nominal price changes were preceeded by two other positive nominal

price changes.
The main

finding is that

when

inflation constant, the elasticity

holding a proxy for the rate of
of the time

interval between

two

consecutive nominal priceincreases with respect to the first nominal

priceincrease is positive but
estimated elasticity

much

less than uni ty . Surprisingly the

is similar across periods with very different

inflation rates. It is about 0.16
allow for storespecific

when

a specification that does not

inflation rate is used (Table 2) and about

0.13 if we allow for storespecific

inflation rate (Table 3). This

can be interpreted as a rejection of the (S,s) model in Sheshinski

and Weiss (1977)

.

I doubt whether more sophisticated (S, s) models

would yield drastically
We

different predictions about this elasticity.

can also reject the hypothesis that stores change their nominal

prices only

when

their real price hits the lower bound of the

equilibrium real price distribution
One

possible interpretation

in Eden (1994a).
is that coordination type costs are

important relative to menu type costs.1 Take the example in which a

*

Note

that both coordination type costs and

menu type

costs serve

only as tiebreakers in Eden (1994a) and in this sense, both types

19

committee meeting is required for changing nominal prices, and to

facilitate

coordination problems they tend to meet at time intervals

which are relatively

other items

on

fixed in the short run.

Assume

that there are

the agenda of this meeting and nominal price changes

are not always discussed.

The priority

of the item "nominal price

changes" gets higher when the real price gets closer to the lower
bound of the equilibrium real price distribution.

This implies a

negative relationship between the time interval and the realized

inflation rate as measured by
between the time interval
about

MOL/TO

and a positive relationship

and dpi. But there is no clear

prediction

the elasticities.

of costs are unimportant. The statement is therefore on the
relative importance only.
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